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CHAPTER TWO

DEPTH CHARGES
Mark VII Type for Surface Craft

^1 ''HE depth charge is a cylindrical steel drum,
•*• of mild steel, welded down the side, with
a cover at each end. Through the centre passes
a steel tube 3| inches in diameter, welded to the
cover at each end. This is known as the primer
tube. Three slots are cut in each end of the
tube. These slots locate at one end the depth

adjuster and pistol and at the other end the
primer safety gear.

Two lifting eyes are welded to the cover at
the pistol end and one at the primer end.

Two filling holes are provided at the primer
end for filling the case with the main explosive
charge.
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Modifications are made from time to time to
this more or less standard type of depth charge,
to suit various operational requirements or to
incorporate improvements. Some of the modi-
fied types of depth charges are :—

Mark VII Heavy Type for Surface Craft
This charge is the same as the charge described

above except that a cast-iron weight is secured
to the pistol end of the depth charge by two hook
bolts attached to the Lifting eyes at the pistol
end.

Marks VIII and XI for Aircraft
These are the depth charges used by aircraft,

and differ only in that the Mark VIII has a
convex end and the Mark XI a concave end.
The Mark VIII has had a " spoiler nose " added,
so that both Marks are now interchangeable and
have the same performance.

The depth charge consists of a cylindrical
charge case, to one end of which is welded a
dished end cover which protrudes beyond the
case. At the other end is an end filling cover,
carrying the closed primer tube, two filling bungs
and six lugs.

As originally fitted with a convex nose, the
charge, entering the water at a high speed, used
to carry its way under water, with the result
that there was an air bubble behind it. As the
pistol is dependent on water pressure to operate
it, the air bubble prevented water from having
access to it, with the result that the pistol did
not fire until the depth charge had lost its way







(a) A ship sinking with depth charges
on board.

(6) Accidentally being released by heavy
seas or faulty release gear.

(c) In the case of aircraft carrying depth
charges, by crashing in the sea.

The " Pistol " is the device which is used to
meet these requirements. Primer safety gear

is also used in addition to give further safety

measures and this is dealt with in a later chapter.
The pistol fires the depth charge when it reaches

the required depth and gives the necessary inter-
mediate safety measures.

The pistol consists essentially of the following
components :—

(i) Firing gear,

(ii) Depth setting gear,

(iii) Safety gear.

FIRING GEAR

The two following types of firing gear have
been used in the service.

(i) Hydrostatic.

(ii) Leakage and Hydrostatic or Time Device.
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service, the action of this type will be discussed
here.

In this case, instead of a direct water pressure,
the water is allowed gradually to enter a confined
space in the primer tube surrounding the pistol,
until this space has been completely filled with
water. A water pressure is thus built up suffi-
cient to operate the firing mechanism. The rate
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at which water enters the primer tube is con-
trolled by varying the size of the admission hole,
so controlling the " time of operation " of the
pistol.

Its operation is shown opposite, from the
" ready" position until it is just about to
explode the detonator.
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